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Abstract. Machine learning is the key solution to many AI issues, but learning models rely
heavily on specific training data. While a Bayesian setup can be used to incorporate some
learning patterns with previous knowledge, those patterns can not access any organized world
knowledge on requirements. The primary objective is to enable human-capable machines in
ordinary everyday circumstances to estimate and make presumptions. In this paper we propose
to respond to such common sense issues through a textual inference system with external,
organized common sense graphs for explanatory inferences. The framework is based on a
schematic map as a pair of questions and answers, a linked subgraph from the semantine to the
symbolic space of knowledge-based external information. It displays a schematic map with a
new network graphic module for information knowledge and performance with graph
representations. LSTMs and graphical networks with a hierarchical attention-based direction
are the basis of our model. It is flexible and understandable from the intermediate attention
scores, leading to confident results. We also achieved state-of-the-art reliability on
CommonsenseQA, a broad database of common sense reasoning utilizing ConceptNet as the
only external tool for BERT-based models.
Keywords: Machine learning, Natural language processing, Knowledge graphs, Artificial
Intelligence, LSTM, Commonsense QA, Neural networks, ConceptNet, Hierarchical attention
mechanism.

1.
Introduction
Human beings are logical, and the ability to reason is a significant component of rationality.Reasoning
is the process of synthesis of facts and theories, of making new decisions [1] and of manipulating
knowledge to extract conclusions [2]. Commonsense logic incorporates the basic knowledge which
represents our natural world perception and individual actions that are familiar to all people. Machine
learning today focuses on algorithms that can be conditioned on task-specific samples labelled and
unlabelled. It has been seen as the bottleneck of artificial intelligence to empower machines with the
ability to perform commonsense reasoning [3]. A few large-scale data sets have recently emerged to
test machine commonsense with a different focus [4][5][6].
The reasoner for common sense is required to discern the right option among other
"distractive" applicants in a typical dataset, CommonsenseQA [7], with the questions "Where do kids
play?," with response options as a classroom (x), park()ݱ, office(x). False choices are typically
strongly related to the meaning of the scenario, but less likely in real-world situations, making the task
even more difficult.
The question we are addressing is: can we develop learning models that can be trained so that,
apart from learning based on data from training, we can infuse a broad set of global knowledge into a
prediction? With the use of world knowledge, we are thinking of structured knowledge for general
purposes that do not need to be specific to a particular domain. There are also knowledge bases created
by humans, such as Freebase [8] and WordNet [9]. In this knowledge base, the knowledge contains
common knowledge and partially encompasses common sense and domain knowledge [10].
Knowledge Graphs [11] are a popular source of such structured world knowledge. It is proved to be a
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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very strong base method to simply fine-tune big, pre-entrained language models like GPT [12] and
BERT [13]. However the performance of such baselines and human performance also vary greatly.

Figure 1. This is an example of using outside common sense knowledge to infer common sense
questions in natural languages.
Simply relying on corporate pre-training large-scale language models can not provide an
explanatory common sense framework. We suggest that introducing reasoners that can use common
knowledge foundations would be more effective [14][5]. In order to find answers to common
questions, we propose a knowledge-conscious reasoning framework that contains two key milestones:
schematics and graph modelling. The diagrams are known as the "schema graphs" that are inspired by
the schematic theory proposed by psychologists from Gestalt [15]. The derived schematic diagrams are
usually much more complex and noisy. Our model is composed of LSTMs and graph-based networks
[16]with a hierarchical path-based attention care mechanism that is an architecture of the
GCN-LSTM-HPA for a path-based linked graphic representation. The experiments performed indicate
that our architecture has reached an optimal performance. This system works better than other models
of minimal control and produces human-readable outcomes by moderate attention levels.
2.
Overview
In this section, we will introduce the problem to be addressed and then briefly go through the process
and flow of the framework.
2.1
Answering Commonsense Questions
Given a generic commonsense based question using simple natural language and say some potential
answers to that question, the problem is to find out a single answer among all those potential answers
(Assuming N potential options). From the perspective of Knowledge Graphs, we need the question and
answers to be grounded into a schema graph sg. The schema graph is very helpful in measuring the
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plausibility of answer choices and thus is extracted from the external worldly Knowledge Base. The
Knowledge Graph G = (V g, Eg) can be understood as a set of edges Eg and concepts Vg defining
the relation between said concepts. Hence, to obtain the desired results, we have to ground and model
the schema graphs to augment the reasoning for such questions.

Figure 2. The Workflow of our proposed framework with schema graph module

2.2.
Framework Workflow
Our framework takes a Question-Answer pair (qp, ap) and recognizes the concepts within the pair
from an already existing concept set Vg (from the Knowledge Graph G). The schema graph is then
constructed by finding paths between the concepts present [17].
Further encoding of the grounded schema graph is done with the proposed Knowledge Graph
model. The Question-Answer pair is represented as a vector using a model-agnostic language encoder.
The vector is an additional input to the GCN-LSTM-HPA architecture to obtain a graph vector using
path-based attention modelling. A simple multi-layer perceptron takes the graph vector generated to
score this (qp, ap) pair between 0 and 1 (this represents a probable inference). The answer choice
having the maximum probability score becomes our choice.
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3.
Schema Graph Grounding
Grounding is three-fold: All the concepts mentioned in the text should be identified, building diagrams
by finding paths in the knowledge diagram and sniffing off noisy paths.
3.1.
Concept Identification
In questions and answers, we match the tokens to the sets of the mentioned concepts (CNqp a nd CNap)
in the graph G (for this paper, we have chosen ConceptNet because of their generality). Matching
n-grams precisely in phrases keeping concepts in Vg on the surface is a naive approach to such
concept identification problems. For example, in the question "Improper body posture while studying
causes what sort of pain?", the question results in CNqp would be {improper, body_posture, body,
posture, studying, pain, etc.}.We are mindful that these recovered ideas are not always perfect. The
reality that qualitative information from brilliant knowledge tools is successfully obtained remains an
open question for study [18][19] and most previous works thus decide to stop here [20][21]. We
strengthen this realistic approach by incorporating such rules, such as filtering the stopwords, soft
matching, and noise reduction, by reducing its value by the use of attention mechanisms.
3.2.

Schema Graph Construction

3.2.1. ConceptNet. We want to present briefly our goal information map ConceptNet before plunging
into schema graph development. ConceptNet is designed to offer realistic context- based assumptions
regarding texts from the real world. It is perhaps due to the fact that its representation of the language
in itself is semi-structured English [22]. ConceptNet can be viewed as a broad set of three forms (h, t,
r), such as (pen, write, hasproperties), in which h and t represent head and tail concepts respectively
belonging to the concept set Vg whereas r represents a certain type of relationship belonging to the
predefined set E. To enhance the properties of the Knowledge Graph for grounding and simulation, we
removed and merged the initial 42 relational types into 17 types.
3.2.2. Sub-graph Matching via Path Finding. A scheme diagram is defined as a sub-graph sg of the
complete knowledge graph G, which portrays the knowledge for the questionnaire pair at task keeping
additional concepts and edges at minimum. We ultimately want to find a minimum subgraph covering
the complete "Steiner Tree Problem" in the graph for all questions and answers [23]. We consider that
it is difficult to obtain a detailed yet useful collection of information facts because of the
incompleteness and enormous scale of ConceptNet. Therefore, by finding the way among listed
concepts, we offer a simple but effective graphics construction algorithm (CNq p ԩ CNa p).
Basically, we will identify routes between them which are shorter than k concepts for each
query concept cnx a nd response concept cny where cnx Ѯ CNqp a nd cy Ѯ CNap. Then, between the
 e add edges if any.
concept pairs in CNqp o r CNap w
3.3.
Pruning paths using Knowledge Graph Embeddings
We first use Knowledge Graph Embedding (KGE) techniques, like TransE [24] to prune non- relevant
paths from noisy schema graphs which may be potentially important. Using TransE we pre-train
concept embeddings Vg and return relation embeddings R, which will be used to initialize our model.
We decompose the path into a set of triples and measure them using a scoring function (confidence) of
the KGE method in order to analyze the quality of them. We ultimately use the multiplication of these
scores of each triple to calculate the final scores and set a cutoff threshold for pruning.
4.
Knowledge Aware Graph Network
This is the main component which is required for the reasoning is our framework. Firstly, the schema
graphs are encoded with graph convolutional networks to incorporate the concept embedding obtained
previously, particularly the context related to the schema graph. Then the LSTMs are used to encode
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the path between CNqp and CNap (the question concept and answer concept respectively). Lastly, a
Hierarchical path-based attention mechanism is used to complete the GCN-LSTM-HPA architecture.
This models the relational schema graph according to the path between the CNqp a nd CNap.
4.1.
Graph Convolutional Network
Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) [25] are a means of a scalable approach for problems involving
data structured as a graph in a semi-supervised learning environment. The GCNs involve an efficient
variant of convolutional neural networks which can be operated directly on the graphs.
The concepts representations obtained previously must now be transformed into their specific
graph context. The concept vector is updated according to their neighbors using GCNs to prevent
ambiguity and make the embedding context-specific. For instance, the word "book" can be inferred
either as a noun in the context "She reads a book", or a verb in the context "Book the tickets".
Additionally, the schema graph provides valuable information for reasoning.

Figure 3. An overview of the GCN-LSTM-HPA used as our framework

Relational Graph Convolutional Networks (R-GCN) [26] is a recent work describing a class of
neural networks operating on graphs, specifically dealing with multi-relational data. Although
R-GCNs might seem promising, recent work by Marcheggiani [27] shows that these networks usually
over parameterize the model. So, we cannot utilize this model effectively in case of multi-hop
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relational data. Ultimately, we have used the vanilla version of the schema graphs, not considering
edge relations. We will follow the layer-wise propagation rule for the multi-layer graph GCN [28]
[25]. The concept vector cnx Ѯ V g sg is configured by their first ( hx(0) = V g x ) pre-trained embeddings
in the schema graph sg in particular. The (l + 1) -th layer can then be updated by pooling features of
their own nodes at l -th layer and neighboring nodes ( N x ) with a non-linear activation function σ,
equation(1):
(l)
h(l+1) = σ (W self
hx(l) +

∑
yѮN y

1
|N x |

W (l) h(l)
y )

(1)

hx(0) = V x

(2)

where W (l) i s a layer-specific weight matrix.
4.2.
Relation Path Encoder
The relational information of the schema graph has to be recorded. We have used an LSTM-based path
encoder over the GCN outputs in our framework. As our goal is to find the probability of an option to
the given question, we represent the graphs in reference to CN qp , CN ap ,and the relation path
between them.
The relation path is represented in the form of entity-relation triplets
< concept1, concept2, relation > [29]. So each path can be collectively represented as:
P x,y [k] =

[(cn

qp
x ,

n0 , r0 ) , (n0 , n1 , r1 ) , . . . ,

cnxqp Ѯ CN qp

(n

n−1 ,

cnap
y Ѯ CN ap 1 ≤ y ≤ N x

cnap
y , rn

)]

(3)
(4)

Here x represents the xth question and y represents the yth answer option of the N x ,available
options for the particular question. Here the concept vectors are the previously obtained GCN layer
outputs ( h(l) ). Now, for our model, we have used LSTM networks [30] for encoding the paths into our
required sequence of the vector triples [29]. We now calculate the latent relation Rx,y , between cn(qp) ,
and cn(ap) by using the concatenated vector of first and last hidden states and aggregating the
representations of all paths between them in the schema graph [28]:
Rx,y =

1

|P x,y |

∑ LST M (P x,y [k])

(5)

k

We now use mean pooling on all vectors of R to produce a final vector representation of the
schema graph:
(x)
T x,y = M LP ([s; cnqp
; cn(x)
ap ])

(6)

∑[Rx,y ; T x,y ]

sg =

xy

|CN qp |×|CN ap |
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where [.; .] means concatenation of two vectors [28] and s is the statement vector obtained from
language encoder. We now create a special token (”question + [sep] + answer”) to combine the
question and answer and then use a vector ’[cls]’ [7]. The T x,y inspired by the Relation Vector [31] is
concatenated with Rx,y for executing the average pooling. Ultimately, the probability score of the
solution choice of a specific question qp can be determined as [28] :
probability_score(qp, ap) = sigmoid(M LP (sg))

(8)

4.3.
Hierarchical Attention Mechanism
Now, there arises an argument that means pooling over path vectors does not always satisfy our
requirement as some path may be more important than the rest. Also, we may come across some
question-answer pairs which are not relevant or important for our purpose. In order to selectively
choose important path vectors and useful question-answer pairs, we have proposed a hierarchical
path-based attention mechanism [32] [33]. We have used path-level and concept-pair-level
attention
ᤫ
for contextual modelling of the graph [28]. We will calculate the importance of α(x,y,.) for the path
using a parametric matrix W 1 f or path-level attention scores.
α(x,y,k) = T x,y W 1 LST M (P x,y [k]),
ᤫ
α(x,y,.)
ᤫ

= S of tM ax(α(x,y,.) ),
ᤫ

Rx,y = ∑ α(xyj,k) LST M (P x,y [k])

(9)
(10)
(11)

k

In the same way, we see the attention scores over the concept-pairs
β x,y) = sW 2 T x,y

(12)

β (.,.) = Sof tM ax(β (.,.) )

(13)

ᤫ

ᤫ

ᤫ

g = ∑ β (x,y) [Rx,y ; T x,y ]

(14)

x,y

Now we coin the architecture we have used as GCN-LSTM-HPA architecture. This
architecture models relational reasoning graphs under the influence of both the symbolic space of
knowledge and the semantic space of language.
5.
Experiments
We will now walk through the setup using the CommonsenseQA dataset [7] and present vanilla
methods along with analyzing the results.
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Table 1. Accuracy Comparison Table
10(%) of Mtrain
Model

50(%) of Mtrain

100(%) of Mtrain

MdevAuc.(%)

MtestAuc.(%)

MdevAuc.(%)

MtestAuc.(%)

MdevAuc.(%)

MtestAuc.(%)

Arbitrary Guess

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

Bert-Base-Fine Tuning

31.02

29.01

38.39

37.41

51.25

51.02

Bert-Base-Our Model

31.02

30.54

39.83

39.05

54.75

56.03

GPT Fine-Tuning

21.08

27.03

32.31

30.87

47.05

45.72

GPT - Our Model

27.65

26.37

33.84

31.98

49.12

46.17

Human Performance

-

87.5

-

87.5

-

87.5

5.1.
CommonsenseQA dataset and setup
A total of 12,102 (v1.11) natural-language questions that require an ability to answer human common
sense reasoning when every question has 5 (hard mode) answers. The researchers also publish a simple
version of the dataset by choosing two random words for the health check. CommonsenseQA is
specifically obtained from real human annotators and covers a wide variety of common sense forms,
including geographical, personal, contextual, physiological, temporal, etc. CommonsenseQA can be
the best way for us to test guided models of training and answer questions in line with our best
knowledge.
We will use the official split (9,700/1,242/1,160) called (OStrain/OSdev/OStest) to compare
the results posted on CommonsenseQA paper and leaderboard. Please note that only predictions to
organizers can be tested for OStest performance. We have chosen the randomly chosen 1 221
examples from the training data for our in-house information to test other baseline methods and
ablation studies randomly, and have formed the (Mtrain/Mdev/Mtest) dividing (8500/1,241/1,221). As
the authors suggest, both tests use random groups, so three or more random states are checked to find
the best design sets.
5.2.
Comparative Analysis
Two reference approaches are known as follows :
5.2.1. Knowledge-agnostic Approach. Such approaches use either no external resources or are only
used as additional information for unstructured text bodies such as the compilation of document
samples by search engines or major language models as BERT. QABILINEAR, QACOMPARE,
ESIM are three natural language inference controlled models, which can be fitted with different word
embedding frameworks like GloVe and ELMO. BIDAF++ uses Google’s web snippets as context
while using ELMO as input function, with an extra layer of self-attention. GPT / BERT has finely
tuned approaches with a further linear layer to define as indicated by the researchers. They also apply a
’[sep]’ special token to the data and use the ’[cls]’ secret state as static layer information. More details
can be found on them in the database report [7].
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5.2.2. Knowledge-aware Approach. We also used a few methods recently suggested to include
knowledge graphs for answering questions. [34] proposes to collect human explanations from
annotators for common reasoning as additional knowledge and then to train a language model for
improvement of model performance based on such human annotations.
Table 2. Benchmark Comparison
Model

OSdev-Auc.(%)

OStest-Auc.(%)

20.0

20.0

BIDAF++

-

31.6

Esim + Elmo

-

32.0

Esim + Glove

-

30.9

QACompare + Glove

-

25.1

QABLinear + Glove

-

30.8

Cos-E

-

57.79

Bert-Base-FineTuning

51.42

51.13

GPT - Fine Tuning

46.79

45.74

Our Model

63.16

57.2

-

87.5

Arbitrary Guess

Human Performance

5.3.
Implementation of our Model
We have two GCN layers (100 dim, 50 dim), and one (128dimm) Bidirectional LSTMs in our latest
(OSdev) configurations. We pre-train KGE with GloVe embedding using TransE (100 dimensions).
The statement encoder is BERT that works for each pair of questions and answers as a pre-trained
sentence encoder. The paths have a threshold of 0.15, which holds 67.21% of the initial paths. We
have not taken fewer than three directions in reproduction pairs. It is a randomly sampled vector for
very few pairs without any path. Our Adam Optimizers show us our model designs. We also observed
that ConceptNet’s confirmation of common-sense questions and responses is very strong in our studies
(over 98% of QA pairs have several established concepts).
5.4.

Comparisons and Analysis of Performance

5.4.1. Standard Baseline Comparison We have used the official split to compare our model with the
existing baseline methods reported till date. The results are shown in Table 2. Pre-training approaches
based on BERT and GPT are far higher, showing the capacity of language models to store common
sense information in an implicit manner than other baseline approaches. Trinh and Le [35] and Wang
et. al. [21] also investigated and showed that these assumptions work. We have obtained a
state-of-art-performance with a 2.2% increment in accuracy.
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We have executed our experiments on different fractions of the dataset (10%, 50%,and 100%
of the training data). The results obtained are described in Table 1. We further observe that
improvements in small data (10%) scenarios are very limited as compared to the rest.
5.4.2. Error Analysis There are some failed cases where our model is not good at:
• Negative Reasoning: Sensitivity to negative words is not observed in the grounding state and
resulting in choosing opposite answers to the correct ones.
• Comparative Reasoning: For answers having more than one probable answer. Albeit, the
commonsense reasoning model should discern different answer possibilities, our model cannot do this.
5.5.
Interpretability Case Study
Their system has the advantage of being straightforward, thus rendering the deduction method more
interpretable. Through studying the centralized emphasis on question-answer pairs and the interaction
between the two, we will explain their prototype behaviors. We select the key pairs which have the
highest concentrations, then scan the highest pair paths. We can observe that the paths in this way are
very closely related to the inferencing approach, which minimizes cracking concepts like “waterfall”
by modeling.
5.6.
Model Transferability
By explicitly checking it by setting its parameters for another task, we analyze the transferability of a
model trained on CommonsenseQA (CSQA). We test it on SWAG [4] and WSC [36] data sets to
determine their transferability. The 20k testing samples in SWAG are first tested.
5.7.
Recent leaderboard methods
We argue that our model uses ConceptNet as its only external resource. Other methods are used to
improve orthogonal performance; the most recent submissions with public information on the
leaderboard (as of Novemeber 2019) are using larger additional text data and fine-tuning on larger
pre-training encoders like XLNet [37], RoBERTa[38]. Even algorithms are used to pass information
from other read-understanding datasets, such as RACE [39] and OpenBookQA [40].
The interesting fact is that the initial RoBERTa fine-tuned system, pre-trained with corpora
much greater than BERT, is still the best performance on the OStest Collection. We also use
statements vectors of Roberta for the input of our model and note that OSdevs performance marginally
improves from 77.47% to 77.56%. All other Roberta extended methods have negative improvements.
We think that RoBERTas fine-tuning has reached the limit because of our aforementioned failed case
analyses in the data set and the absence of comparative reasoning strategies.
6.

Related Works

6.1.
Commonsense Knowledge Reasoning
Machine commonsense learning has gained wide attention and there has been a recent demand for
large scale novel datasets for testing them on various focuses and disciplines like social behavior
understanding [41], situation prediction (SWAG) [4] and commonsense reasoning in general [7].
These works encourage the study of learning technique methods for commonsense reasoning. Works
like that of Trinh and Le [35] shows that WSC resolution [36] shows promising results for broad
language models, but these are specific domain-driven and hardly can be applied for a generic
scenario. An advantage of our framework is that it uses grounded triples and paths, enabling better
behaviors and inferences from the model.
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6.2.
External knowledge for Understanding
A major component of our work depends on using external knowledge to answer questions and encode
sentences. The first ones to suggest encrypting sentences include Yang and Mitchell [42], who keep
related entities from knowledge bases and fusion in the LSTM calculations to boost their efficiency.
Annervaz [29], Weissenborn et. al. [18], Mihaylov, and Frank [43] follow this sequence of work to use
the related knowledge embeddings triples to improve the performance of understanding and reasoning
tasks.
Some recent methods using ConceptNets by Zhong et. al. [20] and Wang et. al. [21] have been
adopted in our experiments. As an explicit graph structure, our framework relies on the use of external
information and provides contextual interpretation over the graphs. Rajani et. al. [34] propose to
collect human data to provide explanations for correct answers as an additional feature for auxiliary
learning.
6.3.
Relational Reasoning
Relation Network Module (RN) [31] is proposed for visual question answering tasks. In order to view
the concepts as objects and answers in questions and responses, and use external knowledge graphs to
form connections between semantic and symbolic spaces, our framework can be seen as a kind of
knowledge supplemented RN.
7.
Conclusion
In this work, we have demonstrated the need to embody worldly knowledge in training models. In
order to address commonsense questions, we propose a knowledge-compatible framework. The
framework builds schema graphs for the appropriate broad consensus first and then shapes the graphs
using our model. The system utilizes a design of GCN-LSTM-HPA, which conveniently shows objects
to be interpreted and converted for functional purposes and provides a new state-of-the-art data
package for the evaluation of machine commonsense. This is an effort to instill general world
knowledge in order to study fundamental thinking styles.
There is plenty of room for expansion as the first work of its kind. A more advanced model
can be developed that can better obtain facts from millions of entries. In future directions, the parsing
of questions will be better for dealing with negation and comparative questions, as well as for
integrating knowledge in visual reasoning.
8.
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